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Our boardroom furniture is designed to make a statement about who you are
as a company and reflect your values and corporate identity. We have

undoubtedly one of the most comprehensive collections of boardroom tables
in the area, so whether you require a conference table to accommodate 6 or a

bespoke one for 26 people, we can produce an innovative design that will
impress your staff and visitors alike.
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elica

Many Options To Suit Your Needs
Elica is a comprehensive boardroom and meeting table range. Elica Meeting Tables

are available in various under frame options and the top are available in an impressive
17 board finishes and are complemented by two-tone classic solo legs,

chrome tulip bases and shaped panel end legs. An
accompanying storage range with unique, stylish

variations provides further refinement
where required.
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presence

Functional Boardroom Tables.   
Presence tables bring simplicity to the workplace with a classic square
post leg design. Available in a wide selection of single or two piece
rectangular tops with the option of cable management. Presence offers
the practical solution to any meeting, boardroom or breakout 
space. The presence boardroom collection is available 
in a the most comprehensive choice of sizes 
and colours, making an ideal addition 
to your meeting room or 
boardroom room 
areas.
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Progress

Contemporary Wooden Meeting Tables
Progress is a modern, versatile range of boardroom and breakout tables. Available

with solid oak or a painted RAL finish legs, Progress provides the ability to
create unique colour combinations to enhance any space.

These boardroom tables are available in a variety of
 sizes allowing for 6-12 people to sit at.
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aurora

Anchored Arrowhead Design.
If you’re keen to give your meeting room the professional edge, you needn’t look any
further. Each Aurora Table is made with 25mm thick worktops and robust plastic
edging, so you can rest assured your table will stand the test of time. Our 
Aurora tables also feature strong, sturdy legs and are available in 
many different sizes and shapes, including rectangular, 
boat-shaped and circular designs. Regardless of 
whether you need to sit 4, 10 or even 
more people, this collection is 
easily adaptable to 
your needs. 
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novaro

Elegant Leg Frame
The Novaro Boardroom Table features an elegant leg frame which

supports a combination of boardroom table tops. As with all
products in the Novaro range, the choice of materials, finish and

configuration means there is an appropriate table for 
every use and every department.
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plateau

Veneer Tops with Chamfered Edge
Plateau tables are available with either veneer tops with a solid wood edge profile or
with laminate tops with a solid wood edge profile. Each top has a curved chamfer 
on each long edge, providing a unique aesthetic to each and every martin 
table.The leg frames are available in either solid oak, or in solid
 natural walnut timber. Each leg frame comes complete 
with heightlevellers and forms the structural 
frame for the table.
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unity

Simple. Sharp. Clean Lines.
The Unity Collection is the perfect modern real wood boardroom table range. The
tables are enhanced by simple, sharp, clean lines and a low sheen finish to reveal 

the unique character of the wood. Unity offers a simple and discreet
 cabling solution, providing a high quality finish and versatile 

functionality, as well as excellent value.  The 
Unity table comes in a choice of four

veneers: Oak, Maple, Cherry 
or Walnut.

.
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ritz

Classic. Durable. Meeting Table.
The modern, streamlined Ritz table, with integral cable management, makes an
interesting alternative for larger boardroom tables. The discreet cable 
management facilitates the use of power modules or cable ports. 
Table tops are 40mm thick with solid wood lippings all 
round and with a Bull nose profile. The Unity 
table comes in a choice of three
veneers: Oak, Cherry and 
Maple.
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nimbus

Modern. Timeless. Classic.
The Nimbus collection effortlessly combines style with practicality. Supportive and

strong and designed to complement a variety of different environments, this modern
table collection is an elegant addition to any meeting or conference 

workspace. Nimbus takes the classic aesthetics of the real wood 
veneer tops and pairs it with with a sleek and 

highly durable arched metal leg, 
with an immaculate polished 

chrome surface.
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Levitate

Ergonomic Height Adjustable Table
Levitate is a height adjustable meeting table combines a unique design with versatility
to transform corporate spaces like boardrooms into flexible meeting places. Lack 
of physical activity in offices is considered the main reason for back pain, 
fatigue and other complaints, and the majority of boardroom 
meeting are sedentary environments, so you can vary 
your position from sitting to standing allowing 
for a variety of postures the meeting.
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Genoa

Standout Toughened Glass Table 
Genoa tables creates a stunning centerpiece in any environment. The

polished aluminum triangulated legs are beautifully detailed, and the steel
cables achieve a solid stability that defines its minimal looks. The

Genoa toughened glass collection features UV 
bonded tops in clear etched and

back painted finishes.
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panache

Twotone Sophisticated Table
With its textured wood top, contrasting under-top in charcoal or white and integrated
connections, the Panache table blends style with functionality. The central cableway
can be opened from either side to reveal power. The Panache collection 
is completed with a range of matching melamine credenza units. 
Tops can be rectangle, boat, oval or racetrack shape 
and manufactured as standard in a choice of 
four fantastic textured washed 
woodgrains as well as 
laminates and 
veneers.
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opal

Distinctive Meeting Table Design.
The Opal boardroom table frame is beautifully manufactured from aluminium

to achieve a stunning and sophisticated floating effect for veneer, laminate
toughened glass and rustic finished tops. Its unique design allows for a

rectangular and square shape that helps accommodate for 
different sized meeting rooms.
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glide

Innovative Modern Frame Design
An exceptional feature of the Glide Range is the thin metal legs that convey a sense of
lightness and at the same time ensure their durability and stability. The minimalistic
design combinatines different textures and colours that provides creative
freedom for designing boardroom spaces. Glide meeting tables 
feature a round tabletop designed for a team of six 
people or a rectangular tabletop ideal 
for eight people.
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aster

Coherent. Exquisite. Meeting Table.
Aster meeting tables are part of our broad-ranging office furniture system which

comprises not only desks but also storage, meeting and reception furniture
solutions which are ideal for those who want to set up work spaces for

individual/collaborative work or for relaxation and to enjoy a 
coherent and convenient office space. Meeting

 tables can accommodate 6 to 12
people.
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aster wood

Diverse. Natural. Meeting Table.
Aster Wood adds a delicate sense of luxury to your office and brings you
closer to nature and home atmosphere! Aster Wood is a multipurpose table
meaning it is ideal for open plan offices where you can arrange 
different areas for individual or collaborative work. Ash 
wood insert is not only eye-catching detail but
 also a convenient solution for 
managing electrical wiring 
and cables.
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avant

Modern. Diverse. Meeting Table.
Meeting tables featuring modern and laconic design from the PLANA executive
furniture collection are a perfect choice for higher-class conference rooms and

meeting areas. Find a meeting table best suited to your office space: 
whether it is a square shaped table seating 8 or 14 people

 or a round table seating up to 3 people.
These tables have been designed 

with particular care for
 every detail.
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demesne

Dense Framework Meeting Table
The Demesne Boardroom Table offers you the ultimate choice of shape,
leg style and finish. It comes with a stylish chunky A-frame design and a
choice of 4 different top shapes that are available in 16 different top
finishes. The unique centeralised leg frame design allows for 
up to 12 people to sit at comfortably. 
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synergi

Pivotable Height Adjustable Table
Synergi meeting tables are ideal for various kinds of meetings as they are available as

height adjustable or fixed height tables. The design of the height adjustable Synergi
meeting table is unique in that the base of the table is made of concrete. 

Tables with legs positioned centrally rather than on the sides 
create a welcoming space for people to meet 

and communicate. These tables are ideal 
for a team of eight, ten or 

twelve people.
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linea

The Linea Boardroom Collection delivers a combination of form, function and
sophistication in any meeting room environment. The Linea Meeting Table leg 
frame can be specified tobe supplied in either a steel or wooden frame 
finish.The steel leg frame can be further specified to come
as a square or round support leg frame.

Stylish. Durable. Functional.
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transcend

Traditional Look. Modern Design.
With its sleek lines and exquisite wood veneer finishes, our transcend range combines

visual appeal with all the functionality you would expect from a contemporary range
of prestigious boardroom furniture. Tanscend is a standalone collection that has

alternative table top designs, table bases and edge options.
Transcend's veneer options give a meeting space

unmistakable prestige. The veneer options
include smoked swiss pear,

wenge, zebrano.
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Bespoke Tables Gallery 
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Example

Our bespoke boardroom tables can be designed from
scratch to meet the unique needs of your business. Whether

you want contrasting borders, centre inlays or cable
management systems, we can incorporate a variety of

finishing touches to create a one-of-a-kind table for your
meeting room. Our expert designers have extensive

experience of creating personalised boardroom furnishings.

Tell us about your special requirements
With years of design experience and an intricate knowledge of workplace needs, our

team can tailor our existing products to match your requirements, or even design
bespoke furniture from scratch to suit the individual needs of your project. From a
small desk modification to a completely unique reception desk or boardroom table,

we are happy to take your brief and provide a personalised solution.

Get in Touch here
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